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	Learn everything you need to know in order to get your first Drupal Commerce website set up and trading


	Overview

	
		Understand the key concepts of Drupal Commerce, its philosophy, and how it fits in the Drupal Ecosystem
	
		Learn the essentials of planning your store to save time and frustration
	
		Set up and configure your store including the catalogue, taxes, discounts, coupons, and shipping
	
		Configure your cart and checkout process and integrate them with a payment gateway
	
		Learn with the help of a step-by-step guide to creating a new e-store using a real life example



	In Detail


	Drupal Commerce is emerging as the preferred option for open source e-commerce, and it also stands up to comparison against established proprietary systems.


	Getting Started with Drupal Commerce is an introductory guide to building an online store using Drupal Commerce in Drupal 7.


	Getting Started with Drupal Commerce takes you step-by-step through a complete e-commerce website build, from a clean installation of Drupal to a working example store. Starting with how to set up a Drupal development environment, we then discuss the planning of an e-commerce site and the typical questions you should be asking before getting started.


	Next, we walk through all of the essential setup required for most types of e-shop, including taxes, shipping, discounts and coupons, the checkout process, and backend order management. By the end of Getting Started with Drupal Commerce, you will be fully-equipped to plan and build your own store and you will understand the fundamental principles of Drupal Commerce that will enable you to progress to more complex store builds.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Learn the fundamental concepts of Drupal Commerce
	
		Install Drupal and Drupal Commerce in a local development environment
	
		Plan an e-shop for building in Drupal Commerce
	
		Install and configure Drupal Commerce
	
		Set up a product catalogue and learn the difference between product displays and variations
	
		Configure VAT and sales tax
	
		Set up the checkout process
	
		Create price variations and special offers for products and customers
	
		Manage the order process in Commerce Backoffice
	
		Extend Commerce with more contributed modules



	Approach


	A simple yet concise step-by-step tutorial that starts from scratch and builds up your knowledge with focused examples that will enable you to set up and run an e-commerce website.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is for beginners and will take you through the installation and configuration of Drupal Commerce from scratch, but some familiarity with Drupal 7 will be an advantage. All examples are based on development on a local computer - you do not need a hosted Drupal environment.
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Information Security Management Handbook, Fifth Edition, Volume 3Auerbach Publications, 2006
Since 1993, the Information Security Management Handbook has served not only as an everyday reference for information security practitioners but also as an important document for conducting the intense review necessary to prepare for the Certified Information System Security Professional (CISSP) examination. Now completely revised and updated and...
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Optical Networks and Technologies: IFIP TC6 / WG6.10 First Optical Networks & Technologies Conference (OpNeTec), October 18-20, 2004, Pisa, ItalySpringer, 2004
This book is of interest to both academic and professional researchers working in the field of optical fiber communication. The focus is on engineering networks exploiting advanced optical technologies. Originally presented at OpNeTec 2004, the chapters cover optical network systems, transmission, and amplification; theoretical aspects; system...
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How to Be a Fierce Competitor: What Winning Companies and Great Managers Do in Tough TimesJossey-Bass, 2010

	From best-selling author Jeffrey J. Fox, how the savvy see opportunity -- and capitalize on it


	Economic downturns separate the winning companies from the struggling. And as best-selling author Jeffrey J. Fox shows, tough times also give solid companies, strong managers, and potential rainmakers the opportunity to seize...
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Networked RFID Systems and Lightweight Cryptography: Raising Barriers to Product CounterfeitingSpringer, 2007
The book consists of a collection of works on utilising the automatic identification technology provided by Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) to address the problems of global counterfeiting of goods. The book presents current research, directed to securing supply chains against the efforts of counterfeit operators, carried out at the Auto-ID...
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Blogging For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Compare blog services, find out about feeds, and blog safely     

So you're really curious about this whole phenomenon called blogging? Wondering if you should jump on board? Here's your ticket! Find out what makes a blog a blog, how to start one and choose a host, and how to keep your blog updated. Explore styles and content sources...
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A Practical Guide to the Wiring RegulationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The Third Edition has been updated to take account of the 2001 amendments to the Wiring Regulations, including revisions on:

-	protection against overcurrent


-	isolation and switching


-	zoning requirements for locations containing a bath or shower


-	construction site installations


-...
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